
Blockout fabrics Avena Breakaway F'rest Friends Galaxy Harris Havana Simplicity Tasman Warlock Weylands

Price from*

Smallest curtain size $413 $420 $455 $413 $386 $362 $359 $427 $462 $408

Composition
100% Polyester   COTTON       

Blockout (coated reverse)   -   -  - - 

Room Darkening - -  - -  -   -

Pattern or Stripe - -  - - - -  - -

Properties**

Light Blockout ¹

Thermal Insulation ¹

Softness

Thickness

Noise Dampening ¹

Pleat
S-fold   -   -  - - 

Pinch (double or triple)          

Specifications
Maximum Width (mm) 2 7500 7500 7500 7500 7500 7500 7500 7500 7500 7500

Maximum Drop (mm) 4600 4600 2800 4600 4600 4600 4600 2800 2800 4600

Depth: S-fold / Pinch (avg. mm) 110 / 90 110 / 90 - / 90 110 / 90 110 / 90 - / 90 110 / 90 - / 90 - / 90 110 / 90

80mm Sewn Hem          

Fullness % 3 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200

Weight (grams per sqm) - 325 208 - 285 - 250 282 467 380

Colours
Number in range 6 10 1 7 8 13 10 10 11 8

‘Whitest’ in range White Snow - Luna Natural Ecru White Paper Aluminium Snow

‘Darkest’ in range Black Carbon - Saturn Charcoal Onyx Black Graphite Noir Carbon
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Compare the Curtain

SHOP NOW SHOP NOW SHOP NOW SHOP NOW

* Prices correct at 01/03/24
** As determined by C&BCo
1  Effectiveness with a coated or lined reverse 
2  Widths over 5000mm must be centre opening
3  Fullness reduced to 180% for double S-folds

 Product has feature

Best / highest value

Lowest value

Product does not have feature-

KEY PRODUCT CARE ADVICE 
Regular care will minimise the need for additional cleaning. To vacuum, work from the curtain top to bottom making sure the vacuum is set to a low power mode. Lightly shaking your curtains will help reduce dust build-up. 
Always exercise caution when spot cleaning. Test clean on non-exposed area. Use a clean damp sponge to first blot the mark or stain, then gently dab the affected area with dish soap or white vinegar. Avoid excessive  
rubbing or abrasion. Steam cleaning is suitable for most curtain fabrics. Work from the curtain top to the bottom, ensuring the fabric does not become overly damp. Wet curtains place a greater load on curtain fixings 
which may result in damage. Due to the risk of damage, C&BCo is not able to replace products that are adversely affected by steam cleaning. Washing is not recommend for our curtains due to an expected shrinkage  
of 3% per wash. If you do wish to wash your curtains, consider a professional washing or dry-cleaning service (if appropriate for your fabric type). Before any type of washing, please contact the C&BCo to obtain the  
fabric supplier’s care instructions. Due to the risk of shrinkage, C&BCo is not able to replace products adversely affected by washing.
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